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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a comparative mixed methods study of the accessibility and usability for disabled people of four video conferencing tools, Zoom, MS Teams, Google Meet and Skype. Useable responses were obtained from 81 disabled people with diverse characteristics, mainly in the UK, though some groups had low representation. None of the tools was considered fully accessible and usable. Zoom was both the most commonly used and the most frequently preferred (56.1%) tool, with MS Teams second in usage and a trailing second in preferences (15.9%). It was considered to have better captioning, but otherwise to generally be a poor second to Zoom. Skype was the most commonly used before lockdown, but was considered dated and its limited use was mainly social, whereas the other tools were also used in work and education. The results were used to draw up separate lists of recommendations for developers and meeting organisers and hosts, as the study also identified actions for organisers and hosts to improve meeting accessibility. Developer recommendations include several easy to set customisation and user friendly interface features, involving disabled people and specific accessibility features, including compatibility with assistive technology, keyboard shortcuts for all functions and automatically-on high quality captions.
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1. Introduction
Telework and telelearning are by no means a recent phenomenon, but in the past they have only affected a minority. The Covid pandemic led to a transformation of how activities of all types, including those related to employment, education, leisure, social and even religious activities, were carried out. This resulted in a move from largely face to face to mainly online activities mediated by video conferencing tools. Despite lockdown measures and other restrictions being relaxed or removed in many countries, a high percentage of activities are still taking place at a distance, supported by video conferencing tools.

The move to online activities was very abrupt in many countries with minimal or no time to prepare. Consequently, individuals and organisations required significant time and effort and willingness to adapt to new ways of doing things. There was generally a lack of training to acquire the new skills required to use video conferencing tools and carry out activities online most effectively. Individuals and society ‘managed’ because they did not have other choices, but the experience was not necessarily a happy one and not always as effective and successful as it could have been with greater time to adapt and more training.

This type of change is challenging for everyone, but can pose particular difficulties for disabled people who may already be struggling due to their accessibility requirements not being fully considered. Online working from home can have advantages for disabled people. However, it can also increase isolation and lead to problems if appropriate accessible hardware and software are not available, there is a lack of technical support and training and video conferencing tools are themselves not fully accessible and usable. The fact that video conferencing technology is not yet fully mature both adds to the challenges and may provide opportunities and make it easier to improve accessibility and usability.

The increased demands and opportunities resulted in further development of video conferencing tools and additional and sometimes more complex functions. Many video conferencing tools, such as Microsoft Teams, Google Meet and Zoom have gone from offering basic sharing and collaboration functions to more advanced options to facilitate remote and online
working, including the use of breakout rooms to support small group working and voting systems for use in conferences and meetings. The greater variety and complexity of functions now on offer may have significantly increased the challenges and could lead to particular accessibility barriers for disabled people. The increased prevalence and importance of video conferencing tools means that lack of or inadequate accessibility could lead to major problems for disabled people and result in exclusion from many activities. The proliferation of video conferencing tools and differences in the way they provide the same or similar functions add to the challenges.

Despite the introduction of website accessibility guidelines over 20 years ago many websites are still not accessible and disabled people experience a variety of accessibility problems (Sauer, Sonderegger, and Schmutz 2020). For example, screen reader users continue to experience numerous barriers (Carvalho et al. 2018; Das, Gergle, and Piper 2019; Yan and Ramachandran 2019). Other groups of disabled people, including people on the autistic spectrum and other neurodivergent people, physically disabled people, people with learning difficulties and hearing impaired people, also face various barriers to the (effective) use of applications, tools and websites.

The paper reports the results of a questionnaire based study of disabled people’s experiences of using video conferencing tools. Zoom, MS Teams and Google Meet were chosen as three of the most commonly used video conferencing tools, particularly in the UK where the study is largely targeted, and Skype as the most popular tool before lockdown. The study is aimed at answering three research questions presented in the Methodology section and using the results to develop recommendations for designers and developers and meeting organisers and hosts.

This paper is divided into five sections as follows. The main results are presented in Section 4 which is divided into six subsections. They present a profile of the participants and different aspects of the results. The results are preceded by a discussion of related literature in Section 2 and the methodology in Section 3. Discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 5, the final section of the paper.

2. Related work

The rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way people interact and carry out their activities. The need for distancing to stop the spread of the virus has forced people worldwide to suddenly move from face to face to online activities. In many countries, the restrictions have been relaxed or totally removed, but a significant proportion of activities are still taking place online. The move from face-to-face to the digital world has had advantages and challenges. Benefits of remote working include increased productivity and reduced commuting time, congestion, emissions and costs (Orr and Savage 2021; Bleakley et al. 2021; Burgan 2021). Disadvantages include missing face to face interactions with colleagues, and finding virtual meetings more tiring than face to face ones (Johns et al. 2021). Studies differ on whether this has resulted in better (Bleakley et al. 2021; Burgan 2021) or poorer (Johns et al. 2021) work-life balance due to the greater difficulty in separating work and non-work activities when they take place in the same location. In addition, this could be affected by personal circumstances, such as being a carer for children or adults.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [WHO 2022] more than 15% of the world’s population is disabled. Commuting and other travel can present barriers to many disabled workers and they may require assistance. The barriers and disadvantage experienced by disabled workers are borne out by the fact that a greater percentage of disabled than other workers lost their employment during the COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S.A. [Tang 2021]. Working from home gives more control over the work environment, which can be especially valuable for neurodivergent workers, reduce disturbances from colleagues and could provide a quieter environment and allow (disabled) workers to organise their environment to better meet their needs [Tang 2021]. On the other hand many workers and students do not have sufficient space at home and risk interruption and other disturbances by the people they live with. In addition, they may not be provided with suitable equipment by their employers or educational institutions [Barada et al. 2020].

Further barriers result if the video conferencing tools are not fully accessible and usable. This is a particular issue for disabled people due to a variety of factors, including the lack of design which considers the needs of disabled people, but is also an issue for the population in general. Experiences of digital inequality due to accessibility barriers during the Covid 19 pandemic have been studied [Nguyen et al. 2020]. Other challenges which may particularly affect disabled people include the available hardware and software and network bandwidth; knowledge and proficiency in using digital tools; and organisational changes [Nguyen et al. 2020]. Accessibility issues and the need to use digital tools with assistive technology may make gaining proficiency more difficult than for non-disabled people. For instance, learning to use video conferencing tools effectively with a screen reader is more complicated than learning to use them without assistive technology.
2.1. Guidelines and legislation

The main guidelines are those from the Worldwide Web Consortium on the Accessibility of Remote Meetings [W3C 2021]. They include the accessibility features and support for user interface accessibility that software developers should include to improve the accessibility of remote meeting systems. While this is a useful initiative, it is unlikely to be sufficient on its own and software testing and preferably also co-design with disabled users will be required to ensure accessibility in practice. For instance, the guidelines lack sufficient details to ensure accessibility and usability for screen reader users. A methodology for analysing video conferencing tools which pays attention to the details of how screen reader users access them has been proposed by Leporini et al. [2021; 2023].

The legislation on making information and communication technologies (ICT) accessible to disabled people includes the European Directive (EU) 2016/2102 which requires public sector bodies to make their web sites and apps accessible to disabled people and the US Rehabilitation Act which requires federal agencies to make their ICT accessible to disabled people. In addition, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute has produced a European standard EN 301 549 for digital accessibility.

Product accessibility templates (VPATs) which state conformity with the ICT accessibility requirements of the US Rehabilitation are encouraged, but voluntary in US legislation. Zoom and Google Meet VPATs are available on their websites. Detailed accessibility information about Teams is available, but not yet a VPAT.

While the use of VPATs is a positive development, they are not necessarily sufficient to ensure full accessibility for all disabled people. In addition, vendors’ product web pages indicate that none of the tools is fully accessible via screen reader, as there are exceptions for several functions.

2.2. Studies of video conferencing accessibility

There are only a few studies of the accessibility (and usability) of video conferencing tools for disabled people, based on a combination of expert evaluation and user surveys. Six video conferencing tools, i.e. Zoom, Teams, Google Meet, GoToMeeting, Jitsi and Webex, have been analysed by accessibility experts (until they reached a consensus) for compliance with the WCAG. The results showed that Zoom, Teams, and Google Meet complied better with the WCAG 2.x than the other three tools since they are able to generate captions and offered a better experience via screen reader. The authors proposed the inclusion of: (a) automatic text transcriptions of video/audio (without human intervention), (b) an automated mechanism to provide sign language translation (for instance using avatars) and (c) an option for photosensitive users to control the app configuration [Acosta-Vargas et al. 2021]. While the proposals are a good idea, automatic text transcriptions are often of poor quality and sign language conversion technology needs further development.

Some studies have covered particular groups of disabled people, for instance a study involving (remunerated) semi-structured interviews with 36 neurodivergent professionals, including autistic and dyslexic people and those with ADHD, depression and anxiety. The authors used user feedback and suggestions to propose empirical guidelines for inclusive organisational practices and the use of remote collaboration tools to improve accessibility for neurodivergent professionals. Working from home offers neurodivergent professionals flexibility in work routines and environments, but requires significant cognitive and emotional effort in configuring an accessible virtual workspace and negotiating accessible remote communication practices [Das et al. 2021]. Another study of disabled workers involved (remunerated) interviews with 25 blind, deaf, neurodivergent, motor impaired and other disabled workers [Tang 2021]. Almost all their participants were very satisfied with teleworking. They had varying preferences about, for instance, the video camera being on or off and using accessibility features. They also wanted the flexibility of being able to customise video conferencing tools to meet their needs [Tang 2021].

Studies of the accessibility challenges of video conferencing technology for the Deaf and hearing impaired communities have (i) involved an analysis of the interaction of deaf people with the video conferencing system Zoom using automatic captions [Anderson 2021] and semi-structured interviews and co-design sessions with eight Deaf signers and their American Sign Language interpreters [Rui Xia Ang et al. 2022]. Both studies highlighted barriers and challenges and suggested accessibility improvements. Specific improvements required by Deaf signers included better visual clarity of signs, means of attracting other people’s attention and support for working with interpreters on video conferencing platforms [Rui Xia Ang et al. 2022].
The requirements of blind users who do not have access to visual content and use keyboard navigation were first considered by Leporini et al. [2021]. Accessibility considerations should cover tool use by both participants and hosts, and the accessibility of user interfaces and shared content. Blind people can miss important information and communications when this is provided in purely visual form. They may experience difficulties in moving between different areas and functions, and using active functions such as hosting a meeting, adding participants, accepting a meeting invitation and controlling devices such as speakers and cameras if access keys, tab keys, and screen reader commands are not available. Analysis of meeting accessibility for blind people should include visual content and nonverbal communication elements, such as gestures, facial expressions and dynamic changes of object focus [Pölzer et al. 2013]. These authors have investigated making visual tools for brainstorming accessible, and tools for detecting and delivering non-verbal communication cues. This is important for both face-to-face and online meetings.

A comparison of the accessibility and support for learning of two video conferencing systems, Zoom and MS Teams, found that Zoom was more accessible for blind people than Teams, but that both systems presented accessibility barriers and had a similar number of features to support learning [Doush et al. 2022]. The authors made a number of recommendations to improve accessibility and better support learning.

A study of hybrid meetings involving semi-structured interviews with 21 disabled professionals identified accessibility barriers including difficulties in identifying meeting attendees, captioning errors due to poor audio, difficulty in determining their turn to speak and inadequate home set-ups [Alharbi, Tang, and Henderson 2023]. Thus some of the barriers resulted from the professionals’ lack of appropriate facilities. The study also identified the ways in which the disabled professionals were able to develop workrounds to resolve problems and the potentially conflicting accessibility requirements of people with different impairments, for instance the use of smart cameras and captioning. However, most of the responses related only to Zoom. Despite the complexities of accessibility, the authors concluded that hybrid meetings benefit disabled professionals.

2.3. Summary

In summary the continuing use of video conferencing tools, even after the relaxation or removal of restrictions in many countries, makes their accessibility and usability particularly important. There have been some positive measures such as W3C guidelines and the use of VPATs, but studies and analysis of the documents show that they are not sufficient in themselves to lead to full accessibility. The studies also have limitations in terms of the number of participants, the diversity of the groups of disabled people covered and the production of guidelines which cover all groups. This study aims to meet this gap and make recommendations relevant to most disabled people. It will do this through a questionnaire. To reduce demands on participants this covers only four of the most popular of the many video conferencing tools.

3. Methodology

This comparative study reports the results of an online questionnaire for disabled people over 16 on their experiences of using the four video conferencing tools Zoom, MS Teams, Google Meet and Skype. For simplicity, MS Teams and Google Meet will subsequently be referred to as Teams and Meet. The study was motivated by recognition of the increasing importance of video conferencing tools due to most activities being moved online as part of the response to the Covid pandemic. Despite the removal or relaxation of restrictions, many activities continue to take place online. This makes the accessibility and usability of video conferencing tools particularly important.

The study investigated the following research questions and used the results to develop recommendations for developers of video conferencing tools, and hosts and organisers of video conferencing meetings:

1. What are the experiences of disabled people of using four of the most commonly used tools, Zoom, Teams, Meet and Skype?
2. How well do the functions and features of these four tools perform, including in comparison with each other?
3. What are the accessibility and usability enablers and barriers of these four tools?

A mixed methods approach was used with in parallel (Shorten and Smith 2017) qualitative and quantitative data collection from a single survey instrument. Data analysis was also carried out in parallel with the qualitative data used to expand on and further explain the quantitative results. The results were interpreted through a lens of critical disability studies, e.g. (Goodley 2013) which takes a collective perspective, considers the experiences of disabled people in the context of the barriers they experience and the responsibility of society as a whole and more specifically the creators of particular barriers to remove them.
Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of Glasgow College of Science and Engineering (reference number 300190284). The questionnaire was hosted on Google Docs. Consent was provided by a consent question after the study information on the first page of the online questionnaire. Only participants who answered ‘yes’ to this question were able to proceed to the other questions. This approach was used to maintain anonymity and approved by the Ethics Committee. The questionnaire was publicised by the three authors to organisations, websites, forums and mailing lists of and for disabled people, on social media and through their contacts. It was organised into five sections. The first section comprised personal information including age, gender, impairments, country and self-assessment of computer expertise. This was used to try to ensure participant diversity and enable calculation of correlations and statistical significance.

This was followed by four sections, one for each of the four tools. Most of the questions were closed and covered the following issues:

1. Means of accessing the tool.
2. The ways in which the tool was used.
3. The functions used on the tool.
4. Ease of using particular functions.

This final question in each section was an open one asking participants to comment on their experiences of using different functions with the tool and what made them easy or difficult to use. There were three further open questions covering all the tools on the following:

1. Overall tool preference with reasons.
2. The features that make video conferencing tools accessible and easy to use.
3. Recommendations for developers.

Statistical analysis techniques were applied to the responses to the closed questions, including the calculation of percentages or means and standard deviations, followed by the calculation of statistical significance where there were differences, for instance between the performance of different tools or tool functions. The percentages of participants in Tables 5 and 7 were calculated using the total number of participants, whereas the percentages in Tables 4 and 6 and Table 8 and Figures 1 and 2 and the means and standard deviations in Table 9 were calculated using the number of participants who answered the particular question for the particular tool. The values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were assigned to the options ‘very difficult’, ‘difficult’, ‘neither easy nor difficult’, ‘easy’ and ‘very easy’, respectively, used in the questionnaire to enable calculation of the means and standard deviations for ease of use of the different functions, which are presented in Table 9.

Comparisons were made between the answers for the different tools and for different groups of participants. Statistical significance at the 0.05 level was calculated using the Fisher exact test for variables with only two values and \(\chi^2\) for variables with more than two values for which the Fisher exact test cannot be used. The calculations were carried out using software developed by Langsrud [undated] for the Fisher exact test and ScoSciStatistics [2023] or Preacher [2001] for \(\chi^2\).

Analysis of the qualitative data in the open questions involved a thematic content analysis which was carried out (Joffe and Yardley 2004) in several stages. The first stage was the identification of first-order themes without a reference framework to obtain an overall understanding of the data. Further thematic analysis was then carried out to identify themes which linked to the topics of the closed questions. This was followed by triangulation to investigate the relationship between the qualitative and quantitative data, including any apparent inconsistencies and where the qualitative data explained the responses to the closed questions.

4. Results

The main themes arising from the analysis of the qualitative data were:

1. The benefits and disadvantages of video conferencing.
2. How the tools and meetings were accessed.
3. How the tools were used.
4. Preferences for different tools and tool accessibility features.
5. Attitudes to the functions used on the different tools.

The results have been organised into six sections based on these themes, with an overview of the participants as the first section and the quantitative data on the functions used included in section 4.6.

4.1. Participant profile

Responses were received from 90 people but eight of them indicated that they were not disabled and one response was blank. Therefore, these results were excluded and the analysis was based on the remaining
81 disabled participants. Their impairments, age and gender profile are presented in Tables 1–3. People with a wide range of different impairments were represented with several participants having several different impairments. The most common impairment was physical disabilities (45.7%) followed by autistic spectrum (28.4%), mental health issues (25.9%) and deafness or hearing impairment (18.5%).
Participants were reasonably well distributed across different age ranges. However, there was a lack of participants over 70 and only two in the 16–20 age range. There were considerably more female (57.0%) than male participants (36.7%) with reasonable numbers of both and a small number of non-binary participants (6.3%).

The majority of participants were from the UK, 25.3% from Scotland, 11.4% from England, 1.3% from Wales and 34.2% from an unspecified UK country. Another 11.4% were from the U.S.A. and 4.5% from Italy. The remainder were from Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Ireland, Nigeria and South Africa. Almost four-fifths were either effective (44.3%) or very effective (35.4%) computer users and another 15.2% moderately effective and only 5.1% ineffective. Participants were generally highly educated and qualified with 30.4% having a PhD, 43.0% a university degree, 1.2% each a master’s degree and postgraduate diploma and 8.6% a further or vocational education qualification. Therefore, there was good variation on types of impairment and a reasonable distribution of age and gender, but the sample was not representative of people with limited computer skills or post-school qualifications.

### 4.2. Advantages and disadvantages of video conferencing

Although not specifically related to the accessibility and other features of video conferencing tools, the advantages and disadvantages of using video conferencing were one of the themes and also contribute to the context in which video conferencing tools are used. The benefits included the ability to participate in a variety of meetings and events ‘without having to leave my home’, with advantages for participants who found travelling tiring or experienced pain; and preventing a participant living on their own ‘being lost during the pandemic’.

There were also benefits (and disadvantages) of particular relevance to specific groups of disabled people. For instance, benefits to hearing impaired users included being able to ‘see people to lip read’; ‘increase volume to hear speakers’ and ‘easier to hear’ due to infrequent ‘multiple voices or acoustic problems’, as well as ‘preserving eye contact’ and not having to ‘look backward’ contrary to ‘deaf cultural norms’ as in face to face teaching. The advantages to participants who were concerned about being noticed included being able to ‘mute and hide myself if I feel uncomfortable’. However, two participants who used ‘masking’ found it more difficult ‘to mask not making eye contact’ on Zoom and had to ‘create another set of masking/coping strategies’ and ‘perform attention’ differently, in one case leading to ‘total burnout’ if meetings lasted ‘too long’. The ability to be invisible in meetings when cameras were ‘closed’ was an advantage, but one of the participants who masked considered this ‘not appropriate in many contexts’, without explaining what they considered ‘not appropriate’.

Several participants found using video conferencing ‘overwhelming’ and ‘exhausting’ or anxiety inducing even if the tools themselves were ‘easy’ or ‘user friendly’. For instance, one participant found it ‘very tiring to be in long zoom meetings without an access group’. However, they did not comment further on the availability of an access group for in person meetings, but not for online ones or what made online meetings more tiring than in person ones.

Some of the difficulties were related to how meetings were organised in ways that did not meet the needs of disabled people. This included ‘how quickly the host expects you to respond’ with it being ‘stressful when we are asked to raise our hands or do something else on these platforms but are not given much time to do it’. This parallels the comment in [Das et al. 2021] about needing time to formulate contributions and the risk of the meeting moving on before being able to contribute. It is also related to concerns raised in the literature (Alharbi, Tang, and Henderson 2023; Das et al. 2021) about difficulties with turn taking and knowing when to speak.

### Table 1. Participant impairments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of impairment</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autistic spectrum</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially sighted</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic fatigue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf or hearing impaired</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspraxia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General learning difficulties</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term illness/condition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health issues</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physically disabled</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific learning difficulties</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech impairment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke/executive function</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Participant age profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>16–20</th>
<th>21–30</th>
<th>31–40</th>
<th>41–50</th>
<th>51–60</th>
<th>61–70</th>
<th>70+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Participant gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Non-binary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A suggested solution was ‘the host … accept[ing] people simply making their contributions verbally without raising a hand or submitting a question via the chat’. Another potential difficulty related to meeting organisation was ‘the length of meetings’ which could affect my ability to navigate the system, as I suffer with ME / CFS and make online meetings ‘more tiring than F2F / in-person meetings’. A suggested solution was ‘access breaks (to accommodate toilet breaks and to facilitate concentration and lessen fatigue)’. There was also a suggestion of the chair using mute ‘to control the meeting’ and ‘stop chaos’, indicating the need for careful management of people making contributions without prior indication.

Other potential disadvantages of video conferencing arose from the diversity of tools and their different ways of doing (similar) things, for instance ‘learning how to use one may make it harder when you are asked to join on a different platform where the functions and tools are all similar but different to use’. A participant who liked Skype’s familiarity felt there had not been time to learn to use the other systems properly. ‘All these other platforms were thrown at us so quickly we were never given enough time and space to learn to use them well … like we have been initiated through fire’. The need to learn new systems quickly may raise particular barriers for some (groups of) disabled people due to poor accessibility and usability or it taking longer to learn to use new systems, particularly with screen readers and other assistive technologies.

### 4.3. Accessing the tools and meetings

A website on a PC followed by a PC app was the most common method of access for all four tools (see Table 4). However, the preference for a website on a PC was stronger for Meet, 80%, then the three other tools, approximately 50%. The third preference on all tools was for a mobile app. The differences in the distributions were not statistically significant. For instance, for a 3 degrees of freedom $\chi^2$ test, $\chi^2 = 0.0507$, $p = 1.00$ for Zoom and Teams and $\chi^2 = 1.12$, $p = 0.772$ for Zoom and Skype.

Comments about these preferences generally expanded on and explained them. For instance, one participant needed to use Zoom on their computer for the larger screen and ability to move between applications. ‘The chat is difficult/too small on my tablet and impossible on my phone. I also can’t switch between applications on my phone, it boots me out of the call if I try to check my email’. Another liked the ability to use the web version of Meet ‘without downloading its app’. However, comments indicated that the need for a stable internet connection could lead to ‘losing meetings when losing internet connection’ as Zoom did not always detect the loss of connection and it was not always easy to find the right setting in the Meet web version.

A few participants indicated a preference for emailed links to join a meeting. ‘It is much easier to join a Zoom meeting when sent the link – it is much more difficult when having to input a meeting ID and password into the app on account of fluctuating musculoskeletal difficulties’. One participant considered that difficulties in joining Teams were common. ‘Many people find it difficult to join Microsoft Teams … It is not easily accessible and the link can be difficult to find in an email’. This resulted in one participant initially being late to meetings on Teams: ‘if you miss the wee pop up then you have to go find the invite’. Another participant found the process of joining as host on Meet ‘a terrible waste of time having to reset the link for the meeting … the student has to join the classroom … to find the new link’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How access tool</th>
<th>Zoom</th>
<th>% Zoom</th>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>% Teams</th>
<th>Meet</th>
<th>% Meet</th>
<th>Skype</th>
<th>% Skype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Website on PC</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website on mobile device</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC app</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile app</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total users</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4. How the tools were used

Skype was the most commonly used tool before lockdown, used by just over half the participants (53.1%), whereas Zoom was only used by a quarter and Teams and Meet by only 10% and 6% respectively. Lockdown changed this and made Zoom the most popular tool used by all participants, followed by Teams (80.2%), with Skype (69.1%) relegated to third place (see Table 5). There are statistically significant differences between the percentages of participants using the different tools after lockdown. For the Fisher exact test $p = 0.000013$ for Zoom and Teams, $p < 0.00001$ for Zoom and Skype and $p = 0.00026$ for Meet and Skype.
The most common applications of all the tools were in one or more of learning or training, work other than teaching and social activities, but the relative importance differed for the different tools (see Table 6 and Figure 1).

Each of these applications was used by 62–66% of Zoom users. Teams was most commonly used for other work (50.8%) and in learning and teaching (46%) with just under a fifth using it in social activities. Meet was most commonly used for other work (44%) and by only just over a quarter for each of learning or training and social activities. Skype was mainly used for social activities (75%) with considerably less use for other work (40%) and limited use for learning or training (15%). The low use of Skype in learning or training may be due to Skype’s functionality being dated and the availability of other options when learning and teaching online became more common. Zoom (39.5%) and Skype (32.5%) were also used for leisure activities, but this was minimal (< 9%) on the other two tools. There were significant differences between some of the tools in the distributions across the five applications (other than as a participant and as a host) in Table 6. For instance for four degrees of freedom $\chi^2 = 13.2$ and $p = 0.010$ for Zoom and Teams and $\chi^2 = 28.7$ and $p < 0.00001$ for Teams and Skype. However, the differences in distribution between Teams and Meet were not statistically significant with $\chi^2 = 2.0$ and $p = 0.73$.

There were some parallels between the quantitative data and the comments, but participants also commented on uses of Zoom and Teams not covered by the major data categories. The comments mentioned use of Zoom for work related administrative meetings, research related meetings and meetings with PhD students, ‘collective advocacy/group work’, a ‘patient participation group’, ‘PhD defence’ and a job interview. Participants commented on using Teams for ‘social work’, ‘political’ and ‘community council’ meetings’, ‘home schooling’ and as ‘Chair of a voluntary group’. As well as a greater number of different activities commented on for Zoom, there were comments about the very limited use of Teams.

Participants only commented on social activities for Skype in line with the data on this being its main application. They included ‘only personal calls’ and ‘ok for family calls’, but had stopped using it ‘professionally’ and ‘prefer[red] zoom’. Comments on Meet mentioned its use in education and research, and disability organising. This included ‘meetings with my children’s teachers’; ‘PhD supervision, research meetings’ and ‘collective advocacy, meeting with other disability organisations’. Two participants commented on using Meet ‘once’ to ‘chat with a friend’ and ‘on a social occasion’ respectively, paralleling the relatively limited use of Meet in social activities.

As expected, considerably more participants had used each of the tools as a participant than as a host with the proportions varying from one and a half times (Skype) to four times (Meet). There were also several comments about limited or no experience as hosts, e.g. ‘I haven’t ever been a host’. However, the individual responses indicated that some participants had only used particular tool(s) as a host and not also as a participant.

### 4.5. Tool preferences and accessibility features

As shown in Table 7 well over half (56.8%) of the participants preferred Zoom with Teams a distant second for 16.0%. There were statistically significant differences between the preferences. For instance, for the Fisher exact test, $p < 0.00001$ for Zoom and Teams and $p = 0.0154$ for Teams and Meet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. How the tools were used.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In other work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In learning or training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In leisure activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In social activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nearly four-fifths of the participants who preferred Zoom and just under half those who preferred Teams provided reasons. Participants considered Zoom ‘very intuitive’, ‘easy to use’, ‘simpler’, ‘the most accessible’, ‘more reliable and less confusing’, ‘the most commonly used’ and to have ‘the most functionality’. The most frequently cited reasons for preferring Teams related to the closed captions. They included their availability, speaker identification and sound quality. ‘The automatic captions are understandable and they identify the speaker’. ‘Teams and Google both have automated captions now, but Google sound not as good as MS Teams sound – quality’.

A few participants preferred Zoom for some applications and Teams for others, including ‘zoom for participant, teams for work’; ‘Zoom for lectures/ seminars, Teams for text based chat and small group teaching’ and ‘zoom … for large meetings with a lot of external participants and Teams for a regular team’.

Two participants did not like any of the tools. One found ‘the videos inaccessible to me and I cannot solve the human barriers’. The other considered video conferencing ‘overwhelming and exhausting for an autistic person’, but if forced to choose would pick Zoom’. Preferences for Meet were due to it being ‘the most accessible’, ‘accurate with captioning facility’ and liking using it and finding it ‘simple’.

Overall participants considered Zoom ‘the easiest video conferencing package to use’, with ‘easy to use and very intuitive’ functions, ‘clear icons’ and ‘functions generally seem to work well with screen readers (Jaws I use)’. However, criticisms by a small number of participants included ‘the icons on the bottom row (chat, screen share, etc) shift depending context, sometimes during a meeting, which means you always have to shift attention from the meeting to use them’, some of its functions ‘not being very intuitive’, particularly when doing several things as once and being more difficult to use as a host in some situations.

There were also differences in participants’ views that may have been related to personal preferences and/or different accessibility requirements. For instance, participants agreed that Zoom was ‘very visual’, but there were different perspectives on the desirability of this, including ‘too much visual’ and ‘no difficulty in any of these areas. (Zoom is very “visual”)’. A participant who found Zoom ‘very easy’, had ‘watch[ed] (particularly older people) struggle with many aspects of Zoom’. This may have been due to tool design not taking account of the needs of infrequent and inexperienced computer users or those of people who learn more slowly.

Participants considered Teams ‘similar to Zoom but a bit more clunky’, ‘generally I don’t find Teams quite as intuitive as Zoom’ and ‘a lot of functions which are clearly not as well designed as zoom’, despite ‘generally a positive experience. Teams was also considered ‘difficult and frustrating’; ‘awkward, unfriendly and ‘not accessible’. ‘For someone with motor function and coordination difficulties, having all the function buttons next to each other can make it difficult to click them, especially in a hurry’. This had resulted in this participant missing opportunities to participate due to being ‘unable to unmute quickly’.

Participants also recognised that familiarity may have affected their relative preferences for Zoom and Teams. For instance, finding Zoom easier to use might have been due to ‘lack of familiarity’ with Teams and vice versa, with Teams being ‘the first thing I ever learned, before zoom’.

Meet was considered stressful and anxiety inducing, for instance ‘the platform that I find the most stressful … not user friendly … very anxiety provoking’, to ‘need more accessibility’, and to have ‘poor sound relative to MS Teams’. While a problem for all users, poor sound quality is likely to cause particular barriers to hearing impaired and some other disabled people, as noted in the literature (Alharbi, Tang, and Henderson 2023), but there has not been a discussion of relative sound quality using the different tools. Meet was also considered ‘less user friendly’, though again without details. This participant recognised this may have been due to ‘volume of use … if I used it more it would be easier to use with time’. However, this indicates that Meet was not particularly intuitive to use.

Participants’ comments about Skype reflected two main perspectives, considering it outdated and liking its familiarity. For instance, ‘Skype is old and horrible – I used it a lot before better things like Discord came round’ and ‘because I am so familiar with it, I am the most comfortable using it’. Three participants found that screen readers did not ‘work very well’ with Skype, particularly since a web based interface was introduced. Another participant considered Skype ‘was clearly not going to be accessible and caused neurological issues so I quit’.

Captions/subtitles, the chat and easy access to functions were the most frequently mentioned video conferencing accessibility features with 11 participants referring to captions. Specific features included ‘understandable’ ‘automatic captioning’, ‘an easy way to link

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>M&amp;Z</th>
<th>T&amp;Z</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = Meet, S = Skype, T = Teams, Z = Zoom, N = none, O = other, B = blank.
manual captions’ and captions to ‘identify the speaker’. There were several suggestions for improving the chat, including a ‘dual chat’ and the option to ‘turn off the chat and Q&A as necessary to avoid distractions’. The desire for ‘other users actually reading the chat’ would depend on participant behaviour rather than tool features. Participants considered that access to functions would be improved by ‘large buttons … easy to click’ and ‘clear easy to locate icons’ particularly for ‘video/sound on/off’ and raised hands functions, as well as ‘minimal mousing’ and ‘keyboard shortcuts to access functions with a screen reader’.

Desirable usability features included the tool working on different operating systems, browsers and hardware, including ‘slower hardware’. Participants were also concerned that the system should be ‘user friendly, including for people ‘who are not very good with technology’ or have ‘less education’. Achieving this will require developers to involve a diversity of users, including disabled people and those with limited experience and expertise, in system development.

In summary, while participants were generally positive, though not always very specific, about Zoom, they generally preferred Teams’ automated closed captions and this was the most frequently cited reason for preferring Teams.

4.6. Functions used and attitudes to them

A higher and, in some cases, much higher percentage of participants used each of the functions on Zoom than on the other tools, other than setting up a meeting, where Skype had the greatest percentage of users. The order of decreasing percentage use was generally Zoom, Teams, Meet, Skype, though for meeting setup, un/mute and chat, Teams and Meet reversed this order (See Figure 2).

The most commonly used functions were muting/unmuting, raising a hand, turning video on/off and using the chat (see Table 8). These are probably the most essential functions for participating in meetings and other online activities in a work context and in learning or training. Only 14.6% of Skype participants used the raised hand function, only a fraction of its usage on the other tools. This was probably due to this function having only been added in October 2020, subsequent to the period of most frequent use of Skype, and Skype most commonly being used for social interaction, where people generally do not raise their hands before speaking.

Screen sharing, setting up a meeting (other than on Skype) and admitting people to a meeting were all used less than the above functions. Setting up a meeting and admitting people are functions carried out by the host, and respondents had more experience as participants than hosts. Screen sharing can be used by both participants and hosts, but was not used as frequently as, for instance, hand raising, possibly because it is only needed in particular contexts, such as lectures and workshops, which require visual information to be shared. Setting up breakout rooms and moving people in and out of them were mainly used on Zoom and Meet and only by a small percentage of participants. This is not surprising. Though small group discussion is very useful in many contexts, the breakout room functions may have seemed quite specialised. In addition, not all meetings are large enough to require breakout rooms for small group discussion.

The differences in the distributions of the different functions were statistically significant for Zoom and Skype with \( \chi^2 = 26.7, p = 0.00016 \) and Teams and Skype with \( \chi^2 = 16.9, p = 0.0096 \). Data for setting up and moving people into and out of breakout rooms was not included for Skype, as it does not provide breakout rooms. Some of the individual differences were also statistically significant. For instance, this included screen sharing for Teams and Skype \((p = 0.012)\) and un/muting for Zoom and Teams \((p = 0.0042)\), using the Fisher exact test. However, several individual differences were not statistically significant, for instance meeting setup for Zoom and Teams \((p = 0.1)\) and hand raising for Teams and Meet \((p = 0.2)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions used</th>
<th>Zoom</th>
<th>%Zoom</th>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>%Team</th>
<th>Meet</th>
<th>%Meet</th>
<th>Skype</th>
<th>%Skype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting setup</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen sharing</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute and unmute</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising a hand</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admitting people</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning video on or off</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set up breakout rooms</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move people in and out of rooms</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Functions used on the different tools.
4.6.1. Attitudes to the different functions
Participants found most of the functions easier to use on Zoom than on Teams, Meet and Skype (see Table 9). Setting up a meeting was easiest to use on Skype and one of the more difficult functions to use on the other three tools. Checking names and using the chat were equally easy on Zoom and Skype and the host checking hands equally easy on Zoom and Meet.

Two of the most commonly used functions, muting and unmuteing the microphone and turning the video on and off, were amongst the easiest functions to use on all the tools. Of the others, joining a meeting was easy or relatively easy on Zoom and Skype, but not one of the easier functions to use on Teams and Meet. Difficulties experienced joining a meeting could be particularly problematical and possibly prevent participation. Another commonly used function, the chat, was moderately easy to use on all the tools, but participants considered several other functions easier to use on Zoom and Teams. Participants found checking microphone mute/unmute status more difficult than muting and unmuteing on Zoom, Teams and Skype, but not on Meet. The host checking microphone and video status was more difficult than the participant checking microphone status. Questions about the ease of hand raising and checking whether a hand had been raised were not included for Skype due to this function having only been added relatively recently.

Participants considered the functions overall the easiest to use on Zoom and the differences were statistically significant: $\chi^2 = 33.2, p < 0.00001$ for Zoom and Teams; $\chi^2 = 55.8 p < 0.00001$ for Zoom and Meet; and $\chi^2 = 47.1 p < 0.00001$ for Zoom and Skype. The functions on Skype were considered overall the second easiest to use, though it should be noted that this did not include values for how easy it was to raise hands or for the host to check whether hands were raised. The differences between Skype and the other tools were statistically significant with $\chi^2 = 44.0, p < 0.00001$ for Skype and Teams and $\chi^2 = 11.6, p = 0.020$ for Skype and Meet. The difference between Teams and Meet was again statistically significant with $\chi^2 = 43.7, p < 0.00001$. Values for overall means and standard deviations without the two hands raised functions have been included in Table 9. However, they are almost identical to those with these functions and therefore the associated $\chi^2$ statistics have not been calculated.

Captioning was the main function that participants preferred on Teams and Meet to Zoom, though one participant commented negatively on not being able to save transcripts. Positive comments included liking the fact that captions just appeared on Meet without needing to find a button – ‘Google meet has good caption stuff where I don’t need to go and find a button I can’t find and it just appears’ and Meet captioning being the ‘best CC’. Problems with captions on Zoom included only the host being able to add them, variable quality and poor location. ‘Captions are difficult because hosts often don’t or don’t know how to put them … should be automatic’ and ‘located in an inconvenient position’, making them ‘often ineffective’. Two participants deplored the lack of a captioning facility on Skype and a participant with multiple impairments required captioning which was not provided. This was partly due to lack of support from other meeting participants, but could have also been at least partially resolved by automatic live captioning. There is a Zoom add-on which can provide live transcriptions, but it is expensive [Anderson 2021]. This lack of support discouraged this participant from trying other video conferencing systems. ‘After my colleagues refused to spend 15 min helping me with Zoom, I did not bother’ (Teams) and ‘did not try’ (Meet).

Table 9. Ease of using different functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Zoom</th>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>Meet</th>
<th>Skype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join meeting</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute &amp; unmute</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn video on/off</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise hand</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use chat</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share screen</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if muted</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check participants</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set up meeting</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admit people</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check names</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host check mike/video</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host check hands</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall without raised hands</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One participant drew attention to the contradiction between the chat function being used ‘by webinar hosts to enable participation by attendees’ and ‘not being ‘accessible to all’. Problems with the chat on Teams included ‘Chat window also difficult… disappears, and layout isn’t as clean’. Problems on Zoom included ‘chat features are not accessible for blind’, ‘font too small’, difficult to use for people with ‘fluctuating musculoskeletal difficulties’ and difficulties in distinguishing who chat messages had been sent to, ‘sometimes mean to send a comment to all but automatically sends to the presenter’. In addition, each person only had access to information such as links sent via the chat while they were in the meeting. One participant suggested a ‘dual chat or chat … to separate people who must type to communicate from people who use chat as background chat’. This indicates that messages from those using the chat to communicate could be obscured by the presence of a large number of other messages.

Some participants found the raised hand function on Zoom difficult to use. For instance, ‘it has moved location at various points … I sometimes have difficulty in finding it’; ‘more difficult to use functions a menu layer down’ and ‘I need larger push button controls and or voice recognition options’. A screen reader user was ‘unsure how to tell when somebody has their hand up’ on Zoom, indicating the need for clear concise non-graphical indicators that were either read out automatically or could be read by a screen reader.

Several participants experienced difficulties with screen sharing. For instance, on Zoom a screen reader user needed support to show presentations. ‘I tend to ask my support worker to control presentations while doing a share-screen as difficult with Jaws’, and on Meet ‘it is a pain that I have to stop sharing before I share a new screen’. Participants were concerned about limited ability to see other people on Teams and Meet and themselves on Meet. ‘I also hate not being able to see everyone’. (Teams) and ‘I also hate not being able to see myself … especially when I’m talking, because I have found it greatly helps to gauge how I appear to everyone else’. The participant did not provide any further information about their reasons for wanting to know how they appeared to others, but this type of concern may be a particular issue for disabled people to try to reduce the disadvantages they experience.

Participants found un/muting relatively easy, as indicated by Table 9, but there were a few negative comments about un/muting on both Zoom and Teams. ‘On Zoom there is often a delay in unmuting, and it’s easy to forget … whether or not you are muted’. Teams provided too many notifications. ‘Teams … makes its window icon flash whenever it determines that I may be speaking while muted (even though I am just typing)’. Screen reader users were concerned about the announcement of the names of participants entering and leaving on Zoom and Meet making it more difficult to listen to speakers. There was some interest in ‘additional shortcuts’ and ‘a function to check quickly who has the mike and screen on’ on Teams.

In summary, as might be expected, many of the comments focused on difficulties in using particular functions, so there were some differences from the quantitative data. Most of the difficulties reported in the comments related to Zoom, probably due to the greater frequency of its use, though there were also some negative comments about the other tools. However, the quantitative data showed that participants found most of the functions easier to use on Zoom than the other tools. Participants preferred closed captions on Teams or Meet to those on Zoom, where difficulties included the lack of automatated captions. Other barriers related to using the chat and screen sharing.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The paper has reported the results of a mixed methods questionnaire based comparative study of the accessibility and usability of four video conferencing tools, Zoom, MS Teams, Google Meet and Skype. Results were obtained from 81 disabled people with a wide range of different impairments and ages and reasonable gender representation. However, people without post-school educational qualifications or poor computer skills were underrepresented, there were no participants over 70 and only two in the 16–20 age range. Greater computer use by younger than older people and those with high than low education [Slegers, Van Boxtel, and Jolles 2012] indicates that this sample may not be untypical of disabled people who use video conferencing tools. However, a study of the underrepresented groups, would be useful. This should include people from ethnic minorities who are also likely to have been underrepresented as ethnicity was not asked about.

Skype was the most commonly used tool pre-Covid, but current use was much reduced and mainly in a social context such as talking to family. Some participants liked it due to familiarity, but others considered it dated. It also lacked subtitles and was not particularly accessible. Zoom was the most commonly used tool, in line with some of the literature [Anderson 2021], though Alharbi et al [2023] had a greater number of Teams users. It was the only tool used by all the participants, though one participant had stopped using it due
to a lack of support. Zoom was also the tool preferred by just over half the participants (56.1%) and generally considered the most accessible, again following the literature [Anderson 2021; Doush et al. 2022]. This included by screen reader users, though they experienced some difficulties with screen sharing and some other functions on Zoom. Other disadvantages included captioning not coming on automatically and needing to be set by hosts, who did not necessarily know how to do this, whereas enabling closed captions is considered part of good practice [Anderson 2021]. Some participants also experienced difficulties with the raised hand function, in line with problems noted in the literature, including the fact it is not the first function to be read by a screen reader [Das et al. 2021; Doush et al. 2022].

Teams was the second most frequently used tool and the second most preferred (15.9%) after Zoom with the difference statistically significant ($p = 0.00001$). Many participants compared it unfavourably to Zoom or considered its functions similar to those on Zoom, but less ‘intuitive’ and more ‘clunky’. However, in some cases this was due to greater familiarity with Zoom. Meet and Skype were in the third and fourth places and both received few preferences. Comments about Meet were generally negative, though both Teams and Meet were considered to have good captioning. However, Skype was considered the second easiest tool to use after Zoom with the difference statistically significant, as were the differences between Skype and Meet and Meet and Teams. This is unexpected in view of the comments on Skype being dated.

Several participants reported benefits from the use of video conferencing tools. In particular, they appreciated being able to participate in meetings at home without the need to travel and in some cases experience pain. However, some participants also experienced difficulties resulting from, for instance, being overwhelmed, the need to use different masking strategies and the expectations of quick responses. These problems could be reduced by the use of breaks, allowing participants including speakers to keep their cameras off and allowing more time for hand raising, unmuting and other actions.

### 5.1. Answers to research questions

#### 5.1.1. Disabled people’s experiences of using Zoom, Teams, Meet and Skype

Participants’ experiences of tool use were very varied and need to be understood in the wider context of their experiences of participating in video conferencing. The importance of context is borne out by Alharbi et al.’s [2023] discussion of the factors that affect disabled professionals’ preferences for online or in-person participation in hybrid meetings. The experience of exclusion of one participant with multiple impairments who required access to audio and visual content illustrates the interactions between the context including availability of support and tool design. They required a link to real time captions produced by a stenographer using a steno machine and support in using Zoom. The captioning issue could have been resolved to some extent through the provision of automated captioning using a state of the art speech recognition system, though the accuracy would still not be as good as for live captioning. The need for support could possibly have been reduced by a more intuitive design approach and help and support features which could be easily accessed in written form. This participant’s experiences also illustrate the importance of support in order to use the tools effectively.

Some participants benefited from being able to participate in meetings from home without the need to travel and an associated reduction in pain. Others found online meetings overwhelming and exhausting and more so than face to face meetings. Improved tool design and improved accessibility and usability could probably reduce fatigue at least to some extent. Some participants experienced stress from the excessive notifications on Teams, indicating a need for user friendly ways of turning them off. As well as being bombarded with notifications possibly causing even greater stress to many disabled than non-disabled people, it may also have had a greater negative impact on concentration. Das et al. [2021] identified persistent notifications as one of the problems of video conferencing systems, without specifying a particular tool.

One autistic participant found video conferencing stressful, as it required them to develop new ways of ‘masking’. This involves autistic people trying to present themselves as non-autistic, for instance by simulating eye-contact. The reasons for this and its perceived benefits and costs are beyond the scope of the paper. All the tools allowed participants to turn their screens off and this participant found it a relief when cameras were off, but did not consider it appropriate to have their camera off all the time, without specifying why. This extends the discussion in the literature on cameras and conflicting accessibility requirements. For instance, some disabled people used camera information to help keep other participants engaged while recognising that others needed them to be turned off [Das et al. 2021]. In addition, smart cameras could both help participants to recognise social cues and negotiate turntaking and be distracting and have potential disability and race/ethnicity recognition biases [Alharbi, Tang, and Henderson...
D/deaf participants liked the ability provided by video conferencing tools to preserve eye contact and look forward in line with ‘deaf cultural norms’. These results differ from those of Rui et al. [2022] who identified a lack of clarity about norms on eye contact. They also differ on how video conferencing tools support Deaf cultural practices, where Rui et al. [2022] provided an example of how video conferencing makes it more difficult for Deaf people to attract attention.

Participants most commonly accessed videoconferencing tools using a website on a PC followed by a website on a mobile device. The main reasons given were the larger screen, which is probably of particular benefit to many disabled people, and the ability to move between applications.

Participants most frequently used the tools in learning or training, work other than teaching and social activities, with 62–66% of Zoom participants using these three applications, Teams most commonly used for other work and learning or training and Meet for other work. Skype was mainly used for social activities and several participants commented on it being dated and no longer using it for work activities. The literature on the use of video conferencing by disabled people has generally focused on employment, e.g. [Das et al. 2021] and education, e.g. [Anderson 2021] and paid less attention to use in social activities. Participants much more commonly used all the tools as a participant than a host. This is unsurprising as video conferencing sessions generally involve one or two hosts and a larger number of participants. However, it is still possible that some participants had reduced opportunities to host (and chair) meetings due to assumptions that they would find this more difficult, for instance due to reduced access to information, or them not putting themselves forward, rather than ways being found to support them to do this.

Participants’ experiences were also affected by how the host organised the meeting and their expectations. In some cases a combination of the host’s expectations and tool features could cause difficulties for participants. For instance, hosts not allowing sufficient time for participants to respond combined with difficulties in unmuting and hand raising or carrying out other activities quickly could lead to participants missing the opportunity to participate. This is in line with the literature on the need for time to contribute [Das et al. 2021]. Unmuting could be a particular problem on Teams due to the buttons being located close together. Many hosts may be unaware of the presence of disabled or other participants who require additional time to respond. This may have been the motivation for a suggestion of being able to make verbal contributions without raising a hand or putting a question in the chat.

A suggestion of the need for the host to control the meeting using the mute button may indicate distressing experiences of noisy and chaotic meetings. Participants could also experience difficulties with fatigue and reduced concentration or missing part of the meeting to use the toilet if the host did not organise breaks. The need for ‘comfort’ breaks can be a particular issue for some disabled people who may need to use the toilet more frequently than non-disabled people or require longer for this.

Participants clearly identified with the term disabled at least to some extent, since they answered the questionnaire. Their comments also clearly indicate that they expected to be able to access and use video conferencing tools without difficulties and were often frustrated that this was not the case. They wanted the design and development of these tools to take into account their needs as an integral part of the user group for video conferencing tools rather than being considered an additional and often neglected extra.

5.1.2. The comparative performance and evaluation of the functions and features of Zoom, Teams, Meet and Skype

Participants stated very clearly in their responses to both the open and closed questions that their overall preference was for Zoom. However, several participants preferred the automated captions on Meet and Teams and considered automated captions an important accessibility issue, in line with the literature. For instance, enabling closed captions is a recommended accessibility best practice [Anderson 2021].

Analysis of the responses to the closed questions showed that overall participants found Zoom easier to use than Teams, Meet and Skype and that the differences were statistically significant. This is in line with Doush et al. (2022)’s findings that Zoom was easier to use than Teams. However, the literature involving several different tools generally considered only the different accessibility features and barriers of the different tools rather than which ones the participants found easiest or preferred to use, e.g. [Alharbi, Tang, and Henderson 2023; Ferraz and Diniz 2021]. Participants also found the main functions other than setting up a meeting easier to use on Zoom than the other three tools. Although there were some negative comments about the particular functions on Zoom, in general the comments supported the numerical data on participants finding Zoom the easiest of the four video conferencing tools to use.

Participants’ found Skype the second easiest to use with the differences again statistically significant, though there were comments about it being dated and
now only used for social activities. The apparent contradiction could be due to the greater difficulties experienced with Teams and Meet or Skype’s greater ‘familiarity’ (commented on by several participants) making it easier to use. The data for Skype does not include the raised hand function and the host checking hand raised status, as the option for hand raising on Skype was only introduced in 2020, and these are functions participants found relatively difficult. However, the order was the same when data for these functions was removed for the other three tools.

The functions participants found easiest to use on Zoom were turning video on/off, un/mute, check if muted and joining the meeting. However, there were a few comments on problems with un/muting on Zoom. This illustrates the diversity of the experiences and needs of disabled people and the importance of considering the requirements of all disabled people. Functions which work well for most disabled people may still require redesign for particular (groups of) disabled people, as illustrated by the un/mute function on Zoom.

Un/muting and turning video on/off were also amongst the easiest functions to use on Teams, Meet and Skype. Checking if muted on Teams and Meet, chat on Skype and joining meetings on Skype were the easiest to use functions on these tools. However, participants found it easier to un/mute than check whether they were muted and earlier research [Leporini, Buzzi, and Hersh 2023] shows that checking this status can be difficult for screen reader users. Participants’ comments indicated that they preferred captions on Meet and Teams to those on Zoom, but we did not ask about the ease of use of captioning, as it is an accessibility rather than a video conferencing tool function.

5.1.3. The accessibility and usability enablers and barriers of Zoom, Teams, Meet and Skype
Accessibility and usability are important properties of technological systems for all users, but particularly for disabled users. They are defined for specific (groups of) users rather than in general in recognition of the interaction between system and individual characteristics, giving rise to different needs for different (groups of) individuals for accessibility and usability. Accessibility is about being able to access and use all features of the system and is determined by its user interface characteristics, whereas usability is the ability to do this effectively, efficiently and in a satisfying way [Federici et al., 2005]. They are therefore complementary and both equally important. For instance, a study of the accessibility and usability of video conferencing tools for blind people [Leporini et al, 2023] found that a number of functions were in theory accessible to blind people using screen readers, but that in practice they required too many operations and took too long, so they were unusable.

Comments about the accessibility and usability of the different tools frequently referred to specific functions. The provision of captions is intended to be an accessibility feature for hearing impaired and some other disabled people. However, captions have to be made available and well designed (usable) to be of use. Participants preferred the automatically available captions on Teams and Meet, whereas Skype lacked captions and the host had to set up captions on Zoom and hosts did not necessarily do this or know how to in line with Ferraz and Diniz’s [2021] findings that few participants were able to set up captions.

The chat function has the potential to improve accessibility, for instance by enabling participants who do not use oral speech, whether in video conferencing or in general, to communicate. However, in practice several participants found it not very accessible and user friendly. This included lack of accessibility to blind people, difficult to use by people with visual or physical impairments and not being sure that messages went to the right recipient on Zoom and the chat window on Teams ‘disappear[ing]’. The best accessibility practices presented by Anderson [2021] included sending links by email as well as the chat, presumably in recognition of difficulties in accessing it. The potential to send chat messages to an unintended recipient or not realise that a message had not gone to all intended recipients could lead to embarrassment and other social problems.

Some participants also noted barriers to using the raised hand function, screen sharing and un/muting, though overall participants considered un/muting one of the easiest functions to use on all the tools.

Several participants considered that the option to email links for Zoom improved its accessibility, whereas the Teams link was considered difficult to find. The process of joining Meet as a host was considered time consuming and not user friendly. On Zoom there was often a delay in unmuting, whereas Teams bombarded participants with unnecessary notifications that they were speaking while muted, even when they were typing. Although a frequently used function, the raised hand function was a menu level down on Zoom and could be difficult to find, reducing usability. A further accessibility barrier was the lack of clear indications to screen reader users when hands were raised. One participant wanted to use their view of themselves on screen to judge how they appeared to others and the inability to do this on Meet was a problem for them. The need to do this may be a particular issue for some disabled people who are concerned about avoiding stigma and
disadvantage.. This topic of visibility and the different ways in which disabled people are seen by others online is related to Rui et al.’s [2022] comments on Deaf people being at least partially represented by their interpreters and seen as ‘other’. Changing attitudes to disabled people and any resulting stigma and disadvantage are beyond the scope of this paper. However, video conferencing tools could include an option for participants to see themselves on screen.

5.2. Recommendations

The recommendations below draw on the results presented in section 4 and the suggested recommendations made by 63 participants. They have been divided into recommendations for designers and developers, and for meeting organisers and hosts.

5.2.1. Recommendations for designers and developers

Accessibility features.

(1) Compatible with assistive technology, e.g. screen readers and voice activated software such as Dragon naturally speaking. This is a generalisation to other assistive technology of the requirements in [Leporini, Buzzi, and Hersh 2023] for accessibility to screen readers. Achieving it would require following the W3C guidelines, Leporini et al.’s [2023] guidelines in the case of screen readers and testing with end-users.

(2) High quality, understandable captions/subtitles which are automatically turned on, including in breakout rooms, can be saved and in an easy to find location. This follows from the comments on captions/subtitles in section 4.5.

(3) Keyboard short cuts for all functions and operations. This is suggested in section 4.5 as an accessibility requirement for screen reader users.

(4) Sign to text function. This is one of the recommendations from [Acosta-Vargas et al. 2021]. Implementing it would not be totally simple due to the state of the art of sign language recognition and translation. It would require the involvement of native signers.

(5) Works well on different operating systems, browsers and hardware, including older/slower hardware and browsers. This is one of the participant suggestions in section 4.5. It is required to ensure accessibility to users using different versions of software and hardware, including older versions.

(6) Large clear print as default, including for chat. This was derived from comments in sections 4.3 and 4.6.1 on problems due to small screens and small text, including in the chat.

(7) Easy read instructions with clear easy to understand graphics in addition to text only instructions, with both versions having clear text. There is some evidence of the value of easy read approaches in improving access to people with intellectual disabilities (Hurtado, Jones, and Burniston 2014), a group that was not represented in our sample.

(8) Two chats – one for users who need it to communicate and the other for chatting; both easily visible. This is a suggestion in section 4.6.1 to ensure that input from people using the chat instead of speech is not overshadowed by general chatting.

Easy to set customisation

(1) Font type, size and colour, including in chat, or conforming to user website settings. This is in response to a number of comments on font size, including in the chat, as well as recognition that some people have specific website settings which can be used to achieve this.

(2) Colour of function buttons. This comes from the guidelines in [Hersh and Leporini 2012] on accessibility and usability of digital games, which are also relevant to videoconferencing.

(3) Virtual background. This has been derived from the recommendations in [Hersh and Leporini 2012].

(4) Turning on and off notifications, captions, chat and questions and answers (on individual screens) and announcement of participants entering and leaving for screen reader users. This was derived from comments in section 4.6.1 on ‘too many notifications’ and being distracted by announcements of participants entering and leaving the meeting, as well as wanting easier access to information about who has raised their hand.

(5) Camera view, including gallery or screen, not seeing other participants, audience view and multiple views. This has been derived from the various comments in sections 4.2 and 4.6.1 about camera view and wanting to hide or to see oneself and others. Easy customisation would facilitate meeting these different requirements, but there would also need to be full acceptance of the different choices participants made.

(6) Background colour on whiteboard. This is from a participant comment not reported in the paper on liking the whiteboard on Zoom, other than the background colour.
Well designed dark/reduced/blue light mode. This was derived from [Ma et al. 2022] on the benefits of dark mode, including in low light conditions and when standard colour schemes are inaccessible for particular users, as well as the need for appropriate design.

User friendly interface:

1. Large easy to click buttons/icons on right side of screen. This follows from participant suggestions to improve accessibility in sections 4.5.
2. Text labels on all buttons/icons. This has been derived from interpretation of a comment in section 4.5 on ‘clear icons’ working well with screen readers in terms of text labels, as otherwise buttons/icons cannot be read.
3. Intuitive design and operation. This is in response to comments in section 4.5 about Zoom functions being intuitive and easy to use and Teams ones less intuitive.
4. Standard screen layout and locations for function buttons/icons for different tools and across platforms. This was derived from comments in section 4.5 about the need for clear, easy to locate function icons.
5. Software connected to headphones so un/mute button on headphones can be used. This was obtained from a participant suggestion not reported in the paper.
6. Clear colour contrasts. This comes from the guidelines in [Hersh and Leporini 2012] on accessibility and usability of digital games, which are also relevant to videoconferencing.
7. Controls and functions accessible through phone dial in. This has been derived from one of the participants using phone dial in and mentioning various difficulties, as well as awareness that currently most functions are not accessible through phone dial in.
8. Good volume control and noise reduction. This has been derived from comments in section 4.2.
9. Minimal need for multitasking. This was derived from comments in section 4.2 and 4.3 on the difficulties participants experienced, including when expected to respond quickly. These difficulties would be increased by a need for multitasking.
10. Queuing system for raised hands. This has been proposed as a solution to comments in [Leporini, Buzzi, and Hersh 2023] on the difficulties experienced by blind people in determining who has raised their hand and in what order.

Involvement of disabled people

1. Consultation with and, if possible, co-design with a wide variety of disabled and deaf people, including neurodivergent people, people with sensory impairments and sensory processing issues, people with mental health issues and signers. This is increasingly considered best practice. It is also, for instance, a generalisation from [Hersh and Leporini 2012].
2. Testing the system with a wide variety of disabled people. This is generally recognised as good practice and, for instance, suggested in [Hersh and Leporini 2012].

5.2.2. Recommendations for meeting hosts and organisers

1. Muting participants on entry. This was derived from the suggestion in section 4.2 of the chair using mute to control the meeting.
2. Not requiring participants to sign in or use a password as the default. They may be required, for instance, in meetings about private or sensitive topics or where there are concerns about disruption. This was derived from comments in section 4.3 on difficulties in joining meetings and it being easy when sent a link and not having to input the meeting ID and password.
3. Allowing participants to keep cameras off, including when speaking. This was derived from comments in section 4.2 which illustrated the advantages of being able to be invisible in meetings, including when feeling ‘uncomfortable’ and to avoid the need for new ‘masking’ strategies, as well as considering this ‘not appropriate in many contexts’. Acceptability of having cameras off would avoid these problems.
4. Providing different options for participation, including chat and audio-only and non-webinar format. This was derived from the general accessibility principle that multiple ways of doing things improves accessibility and mention in section 4.6.1 of people who ‘must type to communicate’, as well as a participant who used audio only dial in.
5. Reading out contributions in the chat for those who do not have access to it. This was derived from a comment in section 5.1.3 about the chat’s ‘lack of accessibility to blind people’ and recognition that it is not available to audio only users. Reading out the chat would be a potential solution.
(6) Giving participants sufficient time to raise hands and carry out other actions and not asking them to do more than one thing at a time. This was derived from several comments in section 4.2 on the need for sufficient time to do things and it being ‘stressful’ when participants ‘are not given much time to respond’.

(7) Organising regular short breaks. This was obtained from the proposal in section 4.2 for ‘access breaks’.

6.3. Limitations

Limitations of the work include the low representation of people with limited computer skills or without post-school educational qualifications and those over 70. This is not typical of the population of disabled people as a whole, but may be more typical of the population who use video conferencing tools. People with poorer computer skills are likely to experience greater difficulties and less likely to be able to find work-rounds for any accessibility and usability barriers they encounter. Consequently, they are more likely to be excluded when video conferencing tools are used. It should be noted that we consider it the responsibility of developers and organisers to make video conferencing accessible and usable to disabled people rather than for them to find work-rounds.

A few participants noted that we did not provide a ‘not relevant’ option and therefore marked the ‘neither easy nor difficult’ option. However, none of the questions other than the initial consent question were compulsory, so they could have just not answered these questions. A further possible limitation is the lack of questions on captions/subtitles due to them being an accessibility feature rather than a tool function.

6.4. Further work

Future surveys should aim to include a much higher proportion of people without post-school qualifications or with poor computer skills, as well as a significant number of over 70 and under 20 participants and people from ethnic minorities. Future studies should also include questions about closed captioning/subtitles.

However, the most important further work is probably disseminating the recommendations and encouraging designers and developers to incorporate them, both in revisions of existing video conferencing tools and developing new ones. These developments should preferably involve disabled people. Once the tools have been updated, further surveys of disabled users’ experiences and opinions can be carried out as well as usability studies including observation of their use.
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